
Put on your own oxygen mask before assisting others. It’s an instruction we’re all familiar with
when it comes to flying, but for LA singer-songwriter Fana Hues, the air travel rule poetically
mirrors the acts of self care that have led to her forthcoming collection, flora + fana. Out March
25 via Bright Antenna, the 11 tracks of flora + fana follow her debut offering, 2020’s Hues, and
depict a musically exquisite and conceptually cohesive next chapter for the compelling
chanteuse. A dreamy and reflective sonic ecosystem, the collection finds Fana new and
improved—”I’m a singer, singer” she says, touching on the self assured, smooth-as-silk vocals
that accompany careful, groovy, acoustically-inclined production. On the cover, Fana rests
inside a glass globe filled with lush plants and flowers, enclosed within her own world, tending to
her own garden. While it may seem an obvious choice for a record titled to nod to flowers and
reclaim the proper Ethiopian pronunciation of her name, it’s also a meaningful and apt visual for
an artist set on expressing the period of growth she currently finds herself in. “I've been learning
that in order to be of service in any type of way, I need to be sound, I need to be solid,” she
explains. Only in caring for ourselves can we sustain the work of caring for others.

A student of R&B’s masterful vocalists Nina Simone, Dionne Warwick, Anita Baker, Beyonce
Knowles, and Mary J. Blige, and one of nine children, Fana was raised within a large, musical
family who instilled within her a strong sense of purpose and a belief in divine timing.
“Everything that I do has intention, still. I don't think that'll ever change,” she says, marking the
throughline that carries her practice from one release to the next. Incorporating acts of care into
her work has long been a part of Fana’s approach as an artist. “It was one of my favorite things
to do for a long time,” she says about trips to San Quentin State Prison, where she participated
in writer’s workshops and emotional literacy programs with inmates as a part of a local
community organization, Aim4TheHeart. It’s where Fana says she developed her voice as a
songwriter, and rooted her musical practice in service to others.

All but one track on flora + fana were written throughout 2021, when Fana found herself in the
throes of social justice movements around police brutality and systemic racism. “It’s just my two
cents on the current state of the world,” she says of “fall in line”, a harmony-laced number that
illustrates struggle. It was a period of time in her life that, like for many, demanded a practice of
self-care and a will to stay present amidst uncertainty. The sensual and introspective “dayxday”
is Fana’s ode to learning patience, a theme she says this collection in particular is meant to
convey. “wait”, originally a voice note saved from years past, became a premonition of sorts.
That Fana protected it until she intuitively felt it was ready to be released was a lesson in
trusting herself: “It's me talking to myself, telling myself to be patient. That in my own healing it's
okay if things take time. You can't force yourself to heal, it has to happen in divine time and in
divine order.” Flowers don’t bloom overnight.

A more formal introduction to Fana’s inner world, flora + fana is a bit of a departure from
narratives about romance and relationships, and rather the story is of a woman checking in with
herself on a deeper level and embracing the stillness that solitude requires. It’s cinematic in its
exploration of time—a listen to the trance-inducing “wild horses” vividly conjures stallions
running in slow motion, their manes blowing gracefully in the wind.



flora + fana is also the product of the artist’s newfound access and growing sense of
responsibility to an audience. “The initial act of creating the songs was solely for me, and now
that I know that somebody is going to listen to this it definitely puts a different kind of pressure
on me—not necessarily a good thing or a bad thing—but it is new,” Fana explains. “I just really
wanted to utilize all my tools to the best of my ability and put forth a project that I'm proud of at
all angles. I didn't want to compromise anything,” she admits. This new stage of Fana’s career
(she counts Tyler The Creator, who featured her on “SWEET  / I THOUGHT YOU WANTED TO
DANCE”, and Raveena, who selected her as the opener on her next tour, as fans) has taught
her more deeply about taking responsibility for her career. With a deluxe edition on the way, and
three future projects already in the works, the self growth that flora + fana demonstrates is only
the beginning of a career for Fana that is sure to blossom.


